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Quantitative and qualitative survey of youth respondents ages 13-24 (N=696)

TO BETTER UNDERSTAND…

● How youth view and interact with media content related to youth and crime
● Youth perspect ive on media representat ion in media narrat ives related to youth and

crime
● Impact of media content related to youth and crime on self -percept ion, societal

percept ion, and personal behavior



WHAT WE KNOW: PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Media plays a crucial role in shaping youth perceptions and behavior related to crime and 
justice, emphasizing the need for accurate and balanced portrayals in media content.

● Exposure  to crime-re lated media increase s fe ar of crime  and support for 
punitive  measure s among youth. 

● Media often sensationalize s youth crime , le ading to distorted pe rceptions and 
increased public fe ar. 

● Media content can shape  attitude s toward criminal justice , influencing support 
for harshe r punishments or re form. 

Source s: Sure tte  and Otto (2018) Grue ne wald e t. al. (2020 ; Donne rste in and Linz (2017)



IDENTIFY AS 
AN 

IMMIGRANT?
GENDER

44.3%
Male50%

Female

2.2%Non-
binary

3.6% 
Not Sure Yet/ 
Prefer Not to Say

51.4%
Not an 

immigrant 4.3%
Temporary US 
Resident

21.4%
2nd Gen

16.8%
1st Gen

6%
Prefer Not to Say



System-impacted

Formerly 
incarcerated

Neither system impacted nor 
formerly incarcerated

FORMERLY INCARCERATED 
YOUTH:

SYSTEM IMPACTED 
YOUTH:

● Prior arrest, conviction, 

probation/parole , and 

incarce ration

● Foste r care  system

● Subject to school discipline  

(suspension, expulsion, and/or 

de tention)

● School Resource  Office r inte raction

● Family member current/formerly 

incarce rated



Case Studies

What is the  impact of media content re lated to youth and crime  on 
se lf-pe rception, socie tal pe rception, and pe rsonal behavior? 

How do youth view and inte ract with media content re lated to youth 
and crime?

Recommendations

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What are  young people ’s pe rspective s on media repre sentation in 
storyte lling narrative s re lated to youth and crime?



How do youth view and interact with media 
content related to youth and crime?



How often do you watch or read stories about young people and crime?

of participants report that most or at least half of all the 
media they watch or read includes content related to young 
people and crime

● Participants who have been system impacted are 3.8 
times more likely to actively watch or read stories about 
young people and crime than non-system impacted 
participants

● Participants of color are 1.51 times more likely to actively 
watch or read stories about young people and crime 
than White-identifying participants

*Both analyses were  statistically significant (p<.001 and p=.012)



How likely are you to use the following platforms to watch or read 
stories about young people and crime?



Is there another platform or media content source not mentioned above where 
you typically watch or read stories about young people and crime?

News Outlets
ABC News, CNN.com, NBC News, New York Times, News websites, 

Google, Gmail, TMZ, WTKR 10

Online Sources
Buzzfeed Unsolved, Google, The New York Times, NewsBreak, 

Pocket, WorldstarHipHop.com 7

Podcasts
I think thru the podcast app, Spotify- podcasts on the topic, 

podcast 3

Streaming Services Crunchyroll, Episode stories, Tubi 3

TV Channels Id Discovery, Tv channel 2

Social Media Tumblr, TRUTH Social 2
News App News app 2

Radio Radio 1



FACEBOOK
Participants who identify as immigrants or family of 
immigrants are 1.88 times more likely to use Facebook 
than participants who do not identify as immigrants

TWITCH
Participants who identify as immigrants or family of 
immigrants are 1.35 times more likely to use Twitch 
than participants who do not identify as immigrants

DISCORD
Participants who identify as immigrants or family of 
immigrants are 1.56 times more likely to use Discord 
than participants who do not identify as immigrants

*All above analyses were either trending towards significance or statistically significant 
(p>.001, p=.075, p=.007)

How likely are you to use the following platforms to watch or read 
stories about young people and crime?



FACEBOOK
Younger participants (13-18) are .76 less likely to use 
Facebook than older participants (19-24)

TWITCH
Younger participants are .84 times less likely to use 
Twitch than older participants

DISCORD
Younger participants are .74 times less likely to use 
Discord than older participants

TWITTER
Younger participants are .53 times less likely to use 
Twitter than older participants 

REDDIT
Younger participants are .54 times less likely to use 
Reddit than older participants

*All analyses were either trending towards significance or statistically 
significant (p=.066, p>.001, p=.05, p=.038, p>.001)

How likely are you to use the following platforms to watch or read 
stories about young people and crime?



TWITTER
System impacted** participants are 1.7 times more likely to 
use Twitter than non-system impacted participants

TWITCH
System impacted participants are 3.97 times more likely to 
use Twitch than non-system impacted participants

DISCORD
System impacted participants are 3.21 times more likely to 
use Discord than non-system impacted participants 

REDDIT
System impacted participants are 2.24 times more likely to 
use Reddit than non-system impacted participants

SNAPCHAT
System impacted participants are 2.48 times more likely to 
use Snapchat than non-system impacted participants 

*All analyses were statistically significant at p=.001 or p<.001

** “System impacted” and “Formerly incarce rated” were  collapsed 
into one  group that is re fe rred to as “system impacted”.

How likely are you to use the following platforms to watch or read 
stories about young people and crime?



Recommendations: Content Distribution
Youth are using a diverse array of media platforms, with 

major differences in the use of media platforms 
depending on whether participants identify as older, 

system-impacted, or are from immigrant families.



RECOMMENDATIONS - Content Distribution

DIVERSE PLATFORMS

Expand content distribution across diverse 
platforms to reach a wider audience.

SOCIAL MEDIA

CROSS-MEDIA STORYTELLINGAGE APPROPRIATE CONTENT

Customize content to align with the 
platform's user base and demographics.

Make effective use of social media platforms, 
especially Twitter, Discord, and Reddit, where 
participants actively engage with content.

Explore cross-media storytelling possibilities
to engage audiences across multiple platforms.
Acknowledge the popularity of storytelling 
through podcasts and streaming services.



What are young people’s perspectives on media 
representation in narratives related to youth and 

crime?



of respondents feel that their community is portrayed accurately in current TV 
shows and movies about young people and crime

Media representation

For those who did not feel that their 
community was portrayed accurately…

20

25.2%felt that their community was 
over represented and misrepresented

29.6%felt that their community was 
misrepresented

Do you feel your community is portrayed accurately in current TV shows 
and movies about young people and crime?



21

GENDER

RACIAL IDENTITY

Women participants are 1.45 times more likely to disagree that their 
community is accurately portrayed in current TV shows and movies 
about young people and crime than men participants

Participants of color are 2.09 times more likely to disagree that 
their community is accurately portrayed in current TV shows and 
movies about young people and crime than White participants

Do you feel your community is portrayed accurately in current TV shows 
and movies about young people and crime?

*Above analyses were statistically significant at p=.04 and p<.001



How often do you see the following character-based stereotypes portrayed in 
media content related to young people and crime?

THUG/HOODLUM - A "thug" or "hoodlum" is a 
person who engages in violent or criminal 
behavior, often as a member of a gang or a 
group involved in illegal activities.

JUVENILE DELINQUENTS - "Juvenile 
delinquents" are young people who have 
engaged in illegal or troublesome behavior, 
sometimes breaking the law.

LONER - A "loner" or "lone wolf" is someone 
who prefers spending time by themselves and 
doesn't often join groups or hang out with lots 
of friends.

SUPERPREDATOR - A "superpredator" is a 
term used to describe an extremely dangerous 
young person who is believed to show no 
remorse for their actions and is involved in 
serious crimes.



DIFFERENCES ACROSS RACIAL/ETHNIC IDENTITY

How often do you see the following character-based stereotypes portrayed in 
media content related to young people and crime?



DIFFERENCES ACROSS RACIAL/ETHNIC IDENTITY

SUPERPREDATOR: Participants of color are 1.4 times more likely to say that they 
often see superpredator stereotypes in median than White participants

WHITE SAVIOR: Participants of color are 1.68 times more likely to say they see 
the white savior stereotype often in media in comparison to White participants

ANTIHERO: Participants of color are .70 times less likely to say they see the anti 
hero stereotype often in media in comparison to White participants

PUNK/EMO: participants of color are .62 times less likely to see punk/emo 
stereotypes often in media in comparison to White participants

How often do you see the following character-based stereotypes portrayed in 
media content related to young people and crime?

*All analyses were statistically significant (p=.033, p=.001, p=.032, p=.003)



How often do you see the following character-based stereotypes portrayed in 
media content related to young people and crime?

DIFFERENCES ACROSS GENDER

JUVENILE DELINQUENTS

Women participants are 1.8 times more likely to say 
that they see juvenile delinquent stereotypes often 
in media in comparison to men participants 

Nonbinary participants are 4.62 times more likely to 
say that they see juvenile delinquents stereotypes 
often in media in comparison to men participants 

THUG/HOODLUM: Women participants are 1.6 times more 
likely to say that they see thug/hoodlum stereotypes often 
in media in comparison to men participants

WHITE SAVIOR: Women participants are 1.43 times more 
likely to say that they see the white savior stereotype often 
in media than men participants

VICTIM: Women participants are 1.52 and NB participants 
are 4.33 times more likely to see victim stereotypes often in 
media in comparison to men participants

*All above analyses were statistically significant (p<.001, p=.011 p=.002, p=.020, p=.007, 
p=.019). No differences found for the Antihero stereotype.



DIFFERENCES ACROSS SYSTEM IMPACTED

Participants who are impacted by the system are .64 times less likely
to say that they see punk/emo stereotypes often in media in 
comparison to non-system impacted participants

How often do you see the following character-based stereotypes portrayed in 
media content related to young people and crime?

PUNK/EMO

Participants who are impacted by the system are .65 times less likely to 
say that they see anti hero stereotypes often in media in comparison to 
non-system impacted participants

*All analyses were statistically significant at p=.013 and p=.016
**”System impacted” and “Formerly incarcerated” were collapsed into one group that is 
referred to as “system impacted”

ANTI HERO



DIFFERENCES ACROSS GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION (NOT CORRECTED)

SUPER PREDATOR
Participants from the northeast and midwest were 
.51 and .60 less likely to say that they often see 
superpredator stereotypes in media in comparison to 
participants from the west

THUG/HOODLUM
Participants from the midwest and south are .53 and 
.57 less likely to see thug/hoodlum stereotypes often 
in media in comparison to participants from the west

HERO/UPSTANDER
Participants from the north east 
were .61 times less likely to see 
the hero/upstander stereotype 
often in media in comparison to 
participants from the west

LONER
Participants from the midwest 
are .55 times less likely to see 
loner stereotypes often in media 
compared to participants from 
the west 

VICTIM
Participants from the midwest 
and the south were .55 and .74 
times less likely to see victim 
stereotypes often in media in 
comparison to participants from 
the west 

*All above analyses were statistically significant (p=.013 for NE, p=.043 for MW, p=.045, p=.019, 
p=.015 for MW, p=.091 for S)

How often do you see the following character-based stereotypes portrayed in 
media content related to young people and crime?



How often do you see the following story theme- or setting-based 
stereotypes portrayed in media content related to young people and crime?



GLORIFICATION OF CRIMINAL THEMES: Younger participants are .72 
times less likely to see glorification of criminal themes often in media in 
comparison to older participants 

DIFFERENCES ACROSS AGE

How often do you see the following story theme- or setting-based 
stereotypes portrayed in media content related to young people and crime?

BROKEN HOME: Women participants are 1.72 times more likely to see 
broken home themes often in media than men participants 

REAL LIFE CONSEQUENCE: Women participants are 1.3 times more 
likely to see real life consequence themes often in media than men 
participants 

DIFFERENCES ACROSS GENDER

*All above analyses were statistically significant (p=.025, p<.001, p=0.048)



REAL LIFE CONSEQUENCE: Participants from midwest and south are 
less likely (.57 for midwest and .67 times for south) to see real life 
consequence themes often in media in comparison to participants from 
the west 

How often do you see the following story theme- or setting-based 
stereotypes portrayed in media content related to young people and crime?

DIFFERENCES ACROSS GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION (NOT CORRECTED)

*All above  analyses were  statistically significant (p=.028 for MW, p=.026 for S, p=.033 for NE, 
p=.013 for MW, p<.001 for S, p=.026 for MW, p=.028 for S)

WRONG SIDE OF THE TRACKS: Participants from the  midwest and south 
are .58 and .67 times less likely to see  themes of the  wrong side  of the  
tracks often in media than participants in the  west

BROKEN HOME: All othe r regions of the  United States are  less likely (NE 
is .56; midwest is .54; south is .51) to see  broken home themes often in 
media in comparison to participants from the  west



Theme Survey responses Frequency

Racial Stereotyping
Black people, Division of people by race, Minorities tend to be the criminals and white people 

tend to be more heroic roles, People of color being criminals, Racism, Racism, white supremacy, 
That black and Hispanics are bad, Thugs, yes. many related to race or demographic and crime.

13

Family and Home Life

"He's a good kid with a troubled home life", A lot of my feed on TikTok is about kids/teenagers 
that were killed or kidnapped. A lot of the theme is that people didn't look because they believed 

it the teenager just being a teenager or that they come from a broken home, Mother being 
abused, The broken home stereotype, they all come from homes who taught the behavior or 

influenced

6

Violence and Bullying Antisemitism, Beatings, Guns, Hate Crime, Racism, Sexual assault, Thugs, Young missing 
persons cases

8

Substance Abuse Drinking problem or drug problem, Drug dealer being judged out through looks 2

LGBTQ+ Stereotypes Gay bash, Predatory gay 2

Police Bias and 
Misconduct

Seeing people of color get stereotyped as evil and mean or police being given credit when they 
do the wrong thing "the mindset that police are always right"

1

Are there other common themes or stereotypes you see when watching 
media content that involves young people and crime?



What types of crimes do you feel like you see the most in media content 
related to young people and crime?



What types of crimes do you feel like you see the most in media content 
related to young people and crime?

HATE CRIMES: Women participants are 1.46 times more likely to 
say they often see hate crimes the most in media in comparison to 
men participants

PHYSICAL VIOLENCE: Women participants are 1.95 times more 
likely to say that they often see physical violence in media in 
comparison to men participants

DRUG-RELATED CRIME: Women participants are 1.77 times more 
likely to say that they often see drug related crime often in media 
in comparison to men participants

SURVIVAL: Women participants are 1.56 times more likely to say 
that they often see survival in media in comparison to men 
participants

DIFFERENCES ACROSS GENDER

*All above analyses were statistically significant (p=.016, p<.001, 
p<.001, p=.004)



What types of crimes do you feel like you see the most in media content 
related to young people and crime?

LGBTQ participants are 1.4 times 
more likely to say that they often see 
crimes of passion in media in 
comparison to non-LGBTQ 
participants

DIFFERENCES ACROSS LGBTQ

CRIMES OF PASSION

*Above analysis was statistically significant at p=.036



Recommendations: Diverse, Authentic, 
and Inclusive Storytelling

Today's media contains various stereotypical narratives and themes, but 
perceptions of media representation in narratives about youth and crime 

differ among individuals based on their identities. Specifically, individuals from 
more marginalized groups, such as women, people of color, and LGBTQIA+ 
individuals, are more inclined to report observing stereotypes in the media.



COMBAT STEREOTYPES

RECOMMENDATIONS - Diverse, Authentic, and Inclusive Storytelling

Develop multifaceted characters and authentic portrayals of diverse communities to 
counter harmful stereotypes and biases, and reflect real-life experiences.

COLLABORATE
Collaborate with system-impacted youth, experts, and advocacy organizations to create 
authentic and accurate media. 

PORTRAY CRIME REALISTICALLY
Incorporate and explore a range of crime types and setting-themes that reflect real-life 
contexts and consequences.



What is the impact of media content related to 
youth and crime on self-perception, societal 

perception, and personal behavior? 



The TV shows, movies, and news stories about youth and crime I've seen have 
impacted how I think and feel about myself and others like me. 

LGBTQ participants are 1.45 times more likely to 
agree that media impacts the way they think 
and feel about themselves in comparison to 
non-LGBTQ participants

6.2% 
Strongly Agree

30% 
Agree

38.2% 
Neutral

17.7% 
Disagree

7.9% 
Strongly Disagree

DIFFERENCES ACROSS LGBTQ

Younger participants are .61 times less likely to 
agree that media impacts the way they think 
and feel about themselves in comparison to 
older participants

DIFFERENCES ACROSS AGE

*All above analyses were statistically significant (p<.001, p=.036)



The way young people are shown in movies, TV shows, and news stories about crime 
affects how society sees young people in real life.

*Above analysis was trending towards significance (p=.077)

of participants either agree or strongly agree that media 
about young people and crime affects how society sees 
young people in real life

System impacted participants are 1.38 times more likely to 
agree that media about young people and crime impacts 
the laws and policies that are made for them in comparison 
to non-system impacted participants



of respondents said that media about young people 
and crime influenced or changed their behavior 

Have you ever seen a tv show, movie, or news story about young people and crime 
that influenced or changed your behavior? If so, what kind of action did you take?

= positive action

= negative action

= neutral action



Recommendations: Impact

Numerous participants hold the belief that media addressing youth and crime 
has an influence on their self-perception, societal perception, and personal 
behavior. Among those whose behavior was affected, the majority reported 

that the actions they took had positive effects on themselves or their 
community. 



RECOMMENDATIONS - Impact

ADVOCACY AND POLICY IMPACT 

Create media that sheds light on the impact of policy and legislation on 
young people.

BEHAVIORAL IMPACT

Create media that encourages positive behavior such as civic action. 
Be cautious about content that romanticizes crime, especially for younger 
audiences.



Case Studies



“THE HATE U GIVE”

44

of participants saw 
the film

OF THOSE WHO SEEN IT, WHEN ASKED:

Do you identify with the main characters of this story or 
the environment in which the story takes place?

Would you like to see more TV shows and movies that 
depict young people and crime in this way?

53.5% said yes

75.3% said yes

46.5% said no

24.7% said no



“EUPHORIA”

45

of participants saw 
the film

OF THOSE WHO SEEN IT, WHEN ASKED:

Do you identify with the main characters of this story or 
the environment in which the story takes place?

61% said yes

Would you like to see more TV shows and movies that 
depict young people and crime in this way?

53.2% said yes 46.8% said no

39% said no



What other memorable TV shows or films have you watched recently that 
include depictions of young people and crime?

46

Self-reported TV shows/Films 
about Young People and Crime

Frequency

Law and Order 12

Shameless 11

Criminal Minds 8

Breaking Bad 7

Beyond Scared Straight 4

Cobra Kai 4

Orange Is the New Black 4

21 Jump Street 3

NCIS 3

Riverdale 3

Skins 3



Recommendations: Youth Perspectives

Participants identifying with the media examples are more 
likely to want to see more stories of youth and crime in the 

media landscape. They desire authentic, realistic portrayals of 
youth and crime that challenge stereotypes, motivating youth 

to seek educational resources and create positive change.



Please provide any additional recommendations you'd give to content creators 
and storytellers who are writing about young people and crime.

AUTHENTIC REPRESENTATION
of respondents’ recommendations 
fell into this category

"Go out and talk to them more and stop making 
assumptions. Listen to what they say and 

believe them.“  -Man, 2nd gen, CA, 14

“Most content creators and storytellers often 
portray the negative sides of young people, 

while neglecting the positive side, I think 
majority of the writers and creators should focus 

on the positive side.”
-Man, 2nd gen, system-impacted, CA, 22

EDUCATIONAL ELEMENTS/RESOURCES

"Help list resources for people trying to get out 
of situations like these. If your content pertains 

to that and you make money off of it, you 
should be giving those people help even if it's 
just saying "hey, this resource is here for you"

-Woman, Queer, White, MO, 21 

“Provide prevention methods and causes in our 
society. What could be leading them to commit 

these crimes if not just being crazy”
-Man, White, GA, 16

of respondents’ recommendations 
fell into this category

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Authentic Representation: Emphasizing the need for genuine and accurate portrayal of young people involved in crime.Educational Elements/Resources: Suggesting the inclusion of informative content that raises awareness about the consequences of crime and its impact on young lives.



Please provide any additional recommendations you'd give to content creators 
and storytellers who are writing about young people and crime.

ADDRESS BIAS, AVOID STEREOTYPES
of respondents’ recommendations 
fell into this category

“ it'd be best to not stereotype the entire 
community and villainize them, rather talk about 
the environment that influences those actions.”

-Woman, Hispanic/Latinx, 1st gen, CA, 15 

“To not portray people in certain way. When 
telling stories about what has happen to people 
or events that have occurred it was needs to be 

told with an unbiased perspective.”
-Woman, White, CA, 18

EMPOWERING YOUTH VOICES

"Find the balance between realism and 
entertainment. Talk to those who have 

experienced it.”  
-Man, White, NC, 17

“ I think writers give a lot more credit to young 
people than we deserve. While writers for movies 

depict teens as wild and crazy party goers, the 
statistics actually show the opposite. After covid 

ruined everyone's social lives, statistics shown that 
teens were going out less and staying in more. 
Although this is the truth, I doubt it will ever be 

shown truthfully in the media, as this doesn't make 
as good a story.”

-Woman, Hispanic/Latinx, CA, 20

of respondents’ recommendations 
fell into this category

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Addressing Bias, Avoiding Stereotypes: Encouraging creators to steer clear of clichéd and harmful stereotypes.7.3% of respondents’ recommendations fell into this category“it'd be best to not stereotype the entire community and villainize them, rather talk about the environment that influences those actions ““To not portray people in certain way. When telling stories about what has happen to people or events that have occurred it was needs to be told with an unbiased perspective.”Empowering Youth Voices: Advocating for a platform that allows young people to share their own perspectives and experiences.4.9% of respondents’ recommendations fell into this category"Find the balance between realism and entertainment. Talk to those who have experienced it.” “I think writers give a lot more credit to young people than we deserve. While writers for movies depict teens as wild and crazy party goers, the statistics actually show the opposite. After covid ruined everyone's social lives, statistics shown that teens were going out less and staying in more. Although this is the truth, I doubt it will ever be shown truthfully in the media, as this doesn't make as good a story.”



Please provide any additional recommendations you'd give to content creators 
and storytellers who are writing about young people and crime.

REALISTIC STORYTELLING
of respondents’ recommendations 
fell into this category

“Crime can either be satirely and hilariously 
funny or it can be gritty and realistic. Then 

there's the secret third option that is rarely done 
well but when it is, it's really good. The secret 

third option is both satirical and realistic.”
-Non-Binary, White, CA, 23

“Find the balance between realism and 
entertainment. Talk to those who have 

experienced it. “
-Man, White, NC, 17

ADDRESSING SYSTEMIC ISSUES

"Please represent us accurately. There is 
usually always a reason for the crime 

committed especially in youth, it takes place in 
environmental factors, home, community, 
media, etc. And a lot is rooted in the racist 

judicial and political system we have today.”
-Woman, Bisexual, Black/African American, CA, 

19

of respondents’ recommendations 
fell into this category

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Realistic Storytelling: Focusing on crafting narratives that reflect the complexities of real-life situations involving young individuals and crime.4.5% of respondents’ recommendations fell into this category“Crime can either be satirely and hilariously funny or it can be gritty and realistic. Then there's the secret third option that is rarely done well but when it is, it's really good. The secret third option is both satirical and realistic”“Find the balance between realism and entertainment. Talk to those who have experienced it. “Addressing Systemic Issues: Highlighting the importance of addressing underlying societal problems that contribute to youth involvement in criminal activities.3.7% of respondents’ recommendations fell into this category"Please represent us accurately. There is usually always a reason for the crime committed especially in youth, it takes place in environmental factors, home, community, media, etc. And a lot is rooted in the racist judicial and political system we have today.”



Survey Design: The research team created a survey with both quant itat ive and 
qualitat ive quest ions to explore how young people view and engage with media about  
youth and crime. The survey aimed to answer quest ions about  youth's percept ions of  
media representat ion and how such media might  af fect  their self -image, societal 
views, and behavior.

Part icipants: The study included 696 adolescents, aged 13 to 24, f rom various 
backgrounds across the United States. They were recruited to represent  diverse 
gender, sexualit y, racial/ethnic ident it ies, immigrat ion status, and interact ions with 
the system. The sample was evenly dist ributed by age, and the demographics were 
proport ionate to census data. Half  of  the part icipants (348) were f rom California, with 
the rest  dist ributed across the United States based on populat ion density.

Survey Administ rat ion and Data Collect ion:A third-party plat form called Alchemer 
was cont racted to conduct  the survey nat ionwide. Part icipants received 
compensat ion and were guided on how to complete the survey online. Minors 
required parental/caregiver consent  to part icipate, and the survey took 
approximately 20 minutes to complete.



Limitat ions:The study had l imitat ions, including the use of  convenience sampling, 
which may l imit  the general izabil it y of  f indings to the broader adolescent  populat ion. 
There was also a potent ial for response bias or social desirabil it y bias due to the self -
report  nature of  the quest ionnaire. Furthermore, the overrepresentat ion of  part icipants 
f rom California skewed responses and af fected the abil it y to detect  geographic 
dif ferences in responses.

Analysis: The research team analyzed the survey data using a mixed-methods 
approach. Quant itat ive data were processed with SPSS, primarily using descript ive 
stat ist ics to examine f requencies, percentages, and means of  responses. Logist ic 
regression was used to analyze how dif ferent  part icipant  groups answered Likert -
scale quest ions. Qualitat ive data underwent  themat ic and content  analysis, involving 
the ident if icat ion of  recurring themes, pat terns, and keywords related to youth, crime, 
and media port rayal. Themes were ref ined iterat ively, of fering context  and insights 
into respondents' perspect ives, somet imes supported by quant if icat ion. Demographic 
and contextual data were cross-referenced to ident ify t rends.



CONTACT US

Dr. Alisha J. Hines: 
alisha@scholarsandstorytellers.com

Emma Terrell:
emma@scholarsandstorytellers.com

Arielle Shanker:
arielleshanker@gmail.com

For any questions about how CSS can assist your 
organization, email us at info@scholarsandstorytellers.com
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